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When should you deal with hostility directed at you? The first time is not too soon. 
However, it can be helpful to keep in mind the question conflict resolution consultant 
Robert Bacal asks: would you treat an angry patient differently if you knew they 
experienced a tragedy the day before? Most likely, you would. Fear, stress, and 
desperation may be expressed as anger. i  

Verbal Abuse 

Nothing excuses verbal abuse, but starting with the mindset the person is in need 
won’t make the situation worse, and may allow you to see how you may be able to 
respond in a way more likely to diffuse hostility early. Examples of verbal abuse 
includeii: 

 Persistent swearing  
 Yelling  
 Sexist comments (both explicit and implied)  
 Racist comments (both explicit and implied)  
 Irrelevant personal remarks (e.g. about your appearance)  
 Threats (e.g. I’ll have you fired)  
 Intimidating silence  
 Accusations of various sorts (e.g. calling you a racist)  
 Comments about your competency, knowledge, dedication 

Offer Honest, Brief Explanations 

Example: A patient is upset by the clinic’s policy requiring insurance authorization 
prior to scheduling procedures, a policy put in place to avoid last-minute 
cancellations. The policy benefits the clinic, and may or may not be perceived by 
patients as beneficial to them. If not, explaining to a patient that the policy benefits 
them may only serve to fuel their frustration. Instead, explaining simply that the basis 
for the policy is to avoid last-minute cancellations may be better received, and should 
be sufficient. 

Avoid Subjective Descriptions 

Whenever possible, our office finds it helpful to avoid use of subjective words 
because subjectivity leaves room for argument. For example, “Mr. Jones, I can’t help 
you when you’re irate.” Mr. Jones: “I’m NOT irate!” Compare (spoken in a low, calm 
voice): ‘Mr. Jones, this must be really frustrating. I’m going to ask that you (lower 
your voice/refrain from pounding on the counter/other inappropriate behavior just 
displayed).” 



Similarly, we recommend avoiding subjective labels for two reasons: (1) not everyone 
may have the same understanding of the label’s meaning, and (2) people are unlikely 
to see themselves as a label that denounces the person as a whole. For example, the 
word “bully” may have different meanings to different people. By contrast, the word 
“mean” is probably more universally understood (opposite of kind or nice). Describing 
a certain behavior as “mean” rather than depicting the person as a “bully” may be 
more effective to address the specific behavior. If an organization (e.g., school or 
hospital) chooses to use a labeling word such as bully in their policy proscribing such 
behavior, it should clearly define what is meant. However, during instances of hostile 
interaction, we find it best not to introduce subjective terms that are susceptible to 
argument. 

Offer Choices  

Where possible, Bacal advises that offering choices may be helpful because it helps 
the person avoid feeling trapped and helpless. People who feel there’s nothing they 
can do can be some of the most difficult to interact with.iii Using the prior clinic 
scheduling example, while deviating from its policy is not a choice the clinic can 
reasonably offer, other choices that can be offered may include, “The insurance 
authorization paperwork is already in process. Would you like me to call and check its 
status, or would you like the phone number so you can check?” or, “The next step to 
obtaining insurance authorization is completing this form and faxing or mailing it in. 
Would you like to complete it here so I can fax it in for you, or would you like to take 
it with you?” 

Offering choices helps to acknowledge the person as an individual and their specific 
situation, and is likely to yield more productive results than unnecessary declarations 
such as “If I made an exception for you, we’d have to for everyone.” Choices also 
allow the person to re-gain a sense of control and feel less helpless. 

If, after offering a clear, brief explanation to the patient (and choices where possible) 
the person remains argumentative or otherwise behaves unreasonably, do not 
continue to try to reason by offering repeated or further explanations. High emotions 
such as anger can affect the way the brain processes information, limiting the ability 
to process logical statements and accept explanations and solutions that are offered.iv 

Instead, let the person know how they can help. For example, “The system is not 
allowing me to schedule your procedure on that date. If you have another date, I can 
see if the system will let me schedule it then.”  Importantly, the speaker conveyed 
that it’s the system (rather than the speaker) that is preventing scheduling.v (See 
below if situation continues to escalate.) 

 

 



Non-Verbal Abuse 

Non-verbal abuse includes manipulative behavior through body language, facial 
expressions, gestures, and physical aggression such as pounding on a counter, and may 
be intended to send messages such as “I don’t like you,” and “I’m fed up,” or meant 

to intimidate. vi Examples include: 

 Standing in your personal space  
 Staring at you (long eye contact)  
 Table pounding  
 Throwing things  
 Leaning over you (using height advantage)  
 Fearsome facial expressions  
 Loud sighing  
 Pointing, other offensive gestures 
 Unwanted physical touching/contact (e.g., finger pointing that makes contact) 

Like verbal abuse, these behaviors can be intended to demean and gain a sense of 
control.vii Psychologist and threat management expert James Cawood views control as 
“the foundational construct for all human behavior.”viii The person who feels they 
have no control may use verbal or non-verbal abusive tactics as a way to gain control 
of a situation. It’s important to diffuse the situation early, because violence is one 
way a person may choose to establish or re-establish a perception of control. 

Accordingly, if the hostility continues or escalates, it is appropriate and 
recommended that you take steps to remove yourself from the situation and ask for 
help, either by seeking help from a supervisor, or calling security: 

 At Froedtert hospital, call 5-2828 for a “Code Orange” 
 At CHW, dial 88. 

Additionally, the MCW-FH-CHW Threat Assessment Team is here to help with long-
term (non-immediate) management of threatening or hostile patients. This multi-
disciplinary team meets monthly to discuss strategies for delivery of safe patient 
care. Members are from MCW, FH, and CHW risk management, FH Human Resources, 
Psychiatry, FH Security, MCW Public Safety, and CHW Security. The team can be 
contacted by emailing: threatmanagement@mcw.edu.  

Finally, the MCW, FH, and CHW Patient Relations offices can also be an excellent 
resource for help with difficult patient/family interactions. 

Please do not hesitate to reach out for assistance – we are here for you! 
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